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Whiskey Website Data Proves That Drinkers
Maintain Consistent Bourbon Preference
Crowd Sourced Brand Arriving in Stores Now
FRANKFORT, FRANKLIN COUNTY, KY (July 9, 2020) –Buffalo Trace Distillery launched
an interactive website (www.yourperfectbourbon.com) in the fall of 2015 designed to teach people about
bourbon whiskey. Two years later, 2017, more than 100,000 fans had participated in crafting their perfect
bourbon and the results were amazingly similar. In response, Buffalo Trace released a new product to
offer fans what they were asking for. This crowd sourced brand was called Weller CYPB, short for Craft
Your Perfect Bourbon. Now, just two years since the launch of Weller CYPB, the number of people using
the website has tripled to 300,000, and the results remain overwhelmingly consistent. The interactive
“Craft Your Perfect Bourbon” website data shows whiskey drinkers prefer wheat recipe bourbon, aged 8
years on the top warehouse floors and bottled somewhere between 90-99 proof.

Fans will again have the opportunity to enjoy this crowd-sourced favorite, as the annual release of
Weller CYPB will begin arriving in stores this summer. Although very limited, one batch of this bourbon
is produced each year. The recommended price is $49.99.
“Two years ago we were amazed to see the website data indicate such a strong preference amongst
countless possibilities,” Senior Marketing Director Kris Comstock said. “We took that feedback from
100,000 fans to heart. Now with more than 300,000 participants, it is wonderful to see an overwhelming
majority of fans still prefer bourbon with the specifications of our Weller CYPB. We are happy to continue
giving bourbon drinkers more of what they crave every year.”

The Craft Your Perfect Bourbon website allows users to choose the recipe and grain percentages,
select the warehouse level, how long it ages, and the proof for bottling. The latest website data shows stark
differences between each variable and the next closest preference. There is nearly a 50,000 response
difference between the wheated bourbon recipe and the second recipe preferred, Rye Mash #1. The data
shows 23% of respondents would age their bourbon for eight years, compared to only 10% who would
age their bourbon 23 years. About 73% of fans chose to age their perfect bourbon on the top floor
compared to the middle or bottom floors, and nearly 48% of fans proofed their bourbon at 90-99.
About Buffalo Trace Distillery

Buffalo Trace Distillery is an American family-owned company based in Frankfort, Franklin
County, Kentucky. The Distillery's rich tradition dates back to 1773 and includes such legends as
E.H. Taylor, Jr., George T. Stagg, Albert B. Blanton, Orville Schupp, and Elmer T. Lee. Buffalo
Trace Distillery is a fully operational Distillery producing bourbon, rye and vodka on site and is a
National Historic Landmark as well as is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The
Distillery has won 35 distillery titles since 2000 from such notable publications as Whisky Magazine,
Whisky Advocate Magazine and Wine Enthusiast Magazine. Its Col. E. H. Taylor, Jr. Four Grain
Bourbon was named World Whiskey of the Year by “Jim Murray’s Whiskey Bible 2018” and its
William Larue Weller and Thomas H. Handy Sazerac were named 2nd and 3rd finest whiskeys in the
world, respectively, in the “Jim Murray Whiskey Bible 2020.” Buffalo Trace Distillery has also
garnered more than 1,000 awards for its wide range of premium whiskies. To learn more about
Buffalo Trace Distillery visit www.buffalotracedistillery.com. To download images from Buffalo
Trace Distillery visit http://www.buffalotracedistillery.com/media.

